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Abstract-We consider the mixed initial and boundary value problem of a hyperbolic 
2-conservation law which describes the motion of a model of nonlinear vibrating 
string. It is known that solutions of such problems eventually break down in the sense 
that some of their first-order derivatives become unbounded at finite time. We call a 
point at which the breakdown first occurs a breakdown point. We prove that there are 
at most finitely many breakdown points. We also characterize such points in regard to 
existence or nonexistence of shock curves. 
We consider the problem 
Ul -v, =o, 
0, - cy(u)u, = 0 
(1) 
u(x, 0) = 0, v(x, 0) = vo(x), 0 I x 5 1 
v(O,t)=v(l,t)-O,f>O 
(2) 
under the conditions 
Vo(Xj = f ILO, l](X) is concave over [0, 11, where 
f(x) is an odd periodic analytic function over (-01, 00) 
with period 2 and f(0) = f( 1) = r(O) = f”( 1) = 0. 
(4) 
We assume also that 
O(E) is an even function, X ._I -- --~ - 
System (l), (2) governs the motion of a model of nonlinear 
(5) follows from the assumption that the tension of the string 
strain (see Remark 3). 
349 
(5j 
vibrating string. Condition 
is an even function of the 
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In general the solution of (l), (2) breaks down in the sense that some first-order 
derivatives of u or u become unbounded at a finite time. We call a point at which the 
breakdown first occurs a breakdown point (bdp). We call the shock curve of Eqs. (1) 
propagating to the left a l-shock and that propagating to the right a 2-shock. Condition 
(5) implies that system (l), (2) is not genuinely nonlinear in the sense of Lax [l]. In [2], 
under the genuinely nonlinear condition IQ’(o) > 0. the author has characterized all 
possible bdp’s as follows (let P denote a bdp): 
I. There is exactly one shock curve originating at P, which is either a l-shock or a 
2-shock. 
II. There are exactly two shock curves originating at P, one is a l-shock and another 
a 2-shock. 
III. There is a (infinite) sequence of shocks originating at a sequence of points (9) 
convergent to P. Moreover, the set {Pk} is the only set with the above property in 
a neighborhood of P and {Pk} contains no subsequence convergent to a point 
other than P. 
IV. There is a sequence of points {Pk} convergent to P such that for each k there is a 
sequence of shocks originating at a sequence of points convergent to Pk. 
Under a further regularity condition on Q’ {Eq. (7) of [2]}, we proved that there are at 
most finitely many bdp’s and that each bdp is characterized by either I or II. In this 
paper, under (3). (4), (5), a regularity condition on Q, and a symmetry condition on f, we 
prove that there are at most finitely many bdp’s and that for each bdp P is characterized 
by I, II, or 
V. The solutuion U = (u, u) is continuous at P. 
VI. The solution U is discontinuous at P and the shock differential equation that 
describes a possible shock curve originating at P (to be defined in Sec. 3) has 
either no solution or infinitely many solutions. 
As will be seen in Sec. 3, if P = (x0, to) is a bdp of kind V or VI, then Q’(u(P)) = 0; 
that is, P is a point where system (I), (2) is not genuine nonlinear. 
From now on in this section the results are derived without assuming (5) and under 
assumptions weaker than (3) and (4) obtained by substituting C* for analyticity there. We 
denote 
by a = f(b), 0 < b < 1. We define 
M(5) = c Q(t) d5, al = MC4 a2 = - M(--03). 
The function M is increasing. Its inverse M-’ exists over (-at, a,). The derivative of 
M-’ is 
M-“(r)) = l/Q(M-i(q)) > 0 for - a2 < 7) < al. (6) 
We assume that 
a < min(ai, a2). (7) 
There are two other cases: min(ai, at) 5 a zs max(ai, a2) and a > max(a,, a2). As was 
remarked in [2], these two cases can be treated by the same method used in this paper. 
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Let r = u + M(u), s = u -M(u), and q(q) = Q(M-‘(q/2)). Then r and s are Riemann 
invariants of (1). We transform system (1) to equations with r and s as dependent 
variables. We then invert the resulting equations by a hodograph transformation to 
x, - q(r - s)t, = 0, 
x, + q(r - s)t, = 0. 
(8) 
Eliminating x in (8) gives 
(9) 
where p(q) = Q'04-'(s/2)Wq2(q). 
Let n={(r, s): IrISa, (s(~o), $2, ={(r, s)Efi: rzs), &={(r, s)Efk rls). Let 
{r= ro} and {s = so} denote the vertical segment r = r. and horizontal segment s = SO in 
a. Let {r = s} and {r = - s} denote the two diagonals r = s and r = - s in a. 
Equation (9) can be written as 
or 
Wit,), = 4*(r - sk, 
(v/4&), = - q*(r - s)t, 
(10) 
(11) ” 
where q*(q) = - Q’(M-‘(q/2))/4q3’2(q). Let s = s(r) describe a strictly increasing or 
decreasing curve in n. Let r = r(s) be the inverse function of s = s(r). Integrating (10) 
and (11) with this curve as the initial curve gives 
t,(r, s) = (q(r - s))-“~ I,:,, q*(r - s’)t,(r, s’) ds’ 
+ W - sW)ls(r - s))‘%(r, s(r)), 
I 
, 
t,(r, s) = - (q(r - s))-‘~ q*(r’ - s)f,(r’, s) dr’ 
r(S) 
+ (q(r(s) - s)/q(r - s))‘“t,(r(s), s). 
(12) 
The following lemmas are Lemmas 1, 2 of [3] and Lemma 1.1 of [4]: 
Lemma 1. Suppose X(R) is a solution of (8) in an open region W with the property 
that any two points in W can be connected by one of the following: (i) a horizontal 
segment or a vertical segment in W, (ii) one or two line segments in W of positive 
slopes, (iii) one or two line segments in W of negative slopes, and if t, * t,Z 0 in W, then 
X(R) is a homeomorphism on W. 
Lemma 2. Suppose X(R) is a solution of (8). If W is an open region in which X(R) is 
one-to-one nonvanishing Jacobian det VRX = 2qt,t,, then 
u(x) = (M-l(r(x, ‘1; s(x, tl), r(x, 0; s(x, 0) 
. 
is a solution of (1) on X(W). _ 
(13) 
Lemma 3. Under the conditions of Lemma 2, the inverse mapping R(X) of X(R) is a 
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homeomorphism on X(W) and 
rx(x, t) = fMr(x, t), 4x9 tw, rt(x, t) = t(w(x, t), SC& tw’, 
sx(x, t) = t(x,W, C),s(x, Cl))_‘, s,(x, t) = &S(T(X, t), s(x, t)))-‘. 
(14) 
Mac&my and Mizel [I21 assume 
Q’(t)>0 for 5cO;Q’(O)=O;Q’(5)<0 for 5’0 . (19 
and construct the local solution of (1), (2) as follows. Let f’(x) be the portion of f(x) on 
r-b, b] and f*(x) that on [b, 2- b]. Let Fi(r) =f;‘(r) (i = 1,2). Let X?(R) = 
(xp(r, s), t?(r, s)) denote the solution of (8) over Qi with the initial conditions 
Xp(r, r) = Fi(r), tP(r, r) = 0 (i = 1,2). (16) 
Differentiating (16) with respect to r and using (8) gives 
(- l)‘&r, r) = (- l)‘+‘tY,(r, r) 
= (- l)‘F:(r)/2q(O) < 0 (i = 1,2). 
(17) 
Setting t(r, s) = tP(r, s), s(r) = r, and r(s) = s in (12) and applying (15) and successive 
approximations we find 
(-l)‘tf, <O and (-l)‘$ >O in 0i (i = 1,2). (18) 
Applying (4) and a uniqueness theorem for (8) we can derive that 
X:(R) = (1 + (-1)’ -x:(-s, -r), tT(-s, -r)) (i = 1,2). (19) 
.Let X’(R) = (x’(r, s), t’(r, s)) denote the solution of (8) over f1 with the characteristic 
initial conditions 
X’(a, s) = XY(a, s), X’(r, h) = X!(r, a). (20) 
By (20) and (18) for some neighborhood 2 of {r = a} U {s = a} in fl 
ti<O and tl<O in 2. (21) 
Let Dp = Xy(Qi) (i = 1,2). By (18), (21), and Lemmas 1 and 2, the function defined by 
U(X) = U(X$ for X E D? (i = 1,2) and V(X) = U(X’) for X E X(2’) is a solution of 
(1) with initial conditions u(x, 0) = 0, U(X, 0) = f(x) for -b 5 x 5 2 - b. By (19) the 
function U(X) satisfies U(X) = (~(1 + (-1)’ -x, t), -u(l + (-1)’ - x, 1)) for X E Dp (i = 
1,2). Then U(X) is a local solution of (1), (2). As we stated in Remark 2 of [3], with no 
condition on the signs of Q’, and applying (17) and Lemma 1 we can also construct such 
a local solution. 
From now on in this section we impose no condition on the signs of Q’. Constructing 
X’(R) as described we can solve a series of characteristic initial value problems of (8) 
over $I and obtain the solutions Xf”, Xp+‘, and Xzk+‘, whose images Df”, D:‘+‘, and 
Dzk+’ (k h 1; i = 1,2) are shown in Fig. 1. 
For later reference we list the characteristic initial conditions for the functions Xi, X: 
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(i = 1,2) and X3 as follows 
Xi’(-a, s) = (XX-cl, s)- 1 +(-l)‘, &-a, s)); 
x,‘(r, -a) = (XT@, -a) + 1 + (-l)‘, t$, -a)); 
*:(a, s) = X!(a, s), xxr, -a) = xyr, -a); 
x:(-n, s) = X1(-a, s), xgr, a) = Xi(r, a); 
X3(-a, s) = X:(-a, s), X3(r, -a) = X:(r, -a). 
(22) 
By (19), (20), (22), and the uniqueness theorem of the characteristic initial value problem 
of (8) we can derive that 
X%+‘(R) = (1 + (- 1)’ - x”+‘(- s, - r), fF+‘(-s, - r)), 
Xf’+*(R) = (1 + (-1)’ - xfk+*(-S, -r), tf’+*(-s, -r)) 
(23) 
for k L 0 and i = 1,2. By (8) and Lemmas 2 and 3 we have 
Lemma 4. For some numbers k and i, k 2 0 and i = 1 or 2, the solution U breaks 
down in D!k(D2k+‘) if and only if one of tt and tg (t?+’ and tp+‘) vanishes. 
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By Lemma 4 and (18) the solution LJ does not break down in 07 U Dp. 
Definition 1. For some numbers k and i, k z 0 and i = 1 or 2, suppose P = 
Xfk(R)(XZk”(R)), R E fi?, is a bdp of (l), (2). If t::(R) = 0 a.nd t?(R) f 0 [t?‘(R) = 0 and 
tfk”(R) # 01, then P is a bdp of r-type. If t;!(R) = 0 and t?(R) # 0 [t:“‘(R) = 0 and 
r5k’1(R) # 01, then P is a bdp of s-type. 
Let le = {(x, To): 0 5 x I l}, To > 0, be the line segment at which the solution U breaks 
down. Let 
‘u(r, s) = t’(r, s)+ t’(-s, -r) - t%t, s) - tXr, s) 
and V = {(a, a), (a, -a), (--a, --o), (-a, a)}. The following are Lemmas 5 and 6 and 
Definition 3 of [2]. 
Lemma 5. For k z- 0 and i = 1,2, 
t4’+‘(R) = 2k’P(R) + t’(R), 
t;‘+*(R) = (2k + l)*(R) + t&i(R), 
t4k+3(R) =(2k + l)‘I’(R) + t’(--s, -r), 
t;k+4(R) = (2k +2)9(R) + t:(R). 
Lemma 6. For k 2 0 and i = 1.2 the following hold. 
(i) For j = 0,2(1 = 1, 3)t?“(t:“‘) is finite in (fi u {s = a} u {s = - a}) - V and 
tf~+‘(tjk+‘) is finite in (d U {r = a} U {r = - a}) - V. 
(ii) Along {r = a} u {r = - a} 
4k _ 
tl, - 
4k+l _ 
-t:;=-t, --t1, 
4k+2_ 4k+t_ 4k+3=a 
- t2, -t, 
(iii) Along {s = a} U {s = - a} 
tf; = _ t$k = t4’+1 = _ t;:+‘= t;5+2 = _ t;k+3 = _ x;a 
-s s 
Definition 2. For k 2 0 and i = 1,2, the initial signs (i.s.‘s) of t:: and tf: (if’+’ and tzk+‘) 
are their own signs if Dfk(Dzk+‘) 1 ies strictly below lo, or their original signs before the 
occurrence of the changes of signs if fe intersects Dfk(Dzk” ); the initial signs distribution 
(isd) of a region Df’(D*‘+‘) is (+, -) if the i.s.‘s of tt and tf(tf”” and tzk+‘) are + and -, 
respectively. We define the isd’s (-, +), (-, -), and (+, +) similarly. 
From Lemma 5 and Lemma 6(ii), (iii) we can derive Lemma 15 of [2]: . 
Lemma 7. For k z 0, if the region Df”(D:“, D4k+‘, Dlf’+‘, D:‘+*, D4k+3, respectively) 
either lies strictly below I8 or intersects le, then its isd is (+, -), ((-, +), (-, -), (-, +), (+, -), 
(+, +), respectively). 
2. THE bdp’s IN 0: 
We now assume (3), (4), and 
(i) d’p/ar’(r - s) = (-l)‘aip/dsi(r - s) < 0 for (r, s) E 0, -{r = s} 
(ii) a’p/&‘(r - s) = (-l)‘a’p/ar’(r - s) > 0 for (r, s) E R2 - {r = s} (i 10). 
(24) 
The conditions (24)(i), (ii) with i = 0 are (15). 
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Suppose U breaks down at a point P in D’. If P E D’ - X’({s = - a} U {r = - a}), by 
the same method as those used in [2] we can show that either P is a bdp of r-type at 
which there originates a unique shock curve, which is a l-shock, or P is of s-type at 
which there originates a unique shock curve, which is a 2-shock. Then P is of kind I. If 
P E X’({s = - a})(X’({r = - a})), using (9) ((10)) and applying a method similar to that 
used for Case 2 in Sec. 3 of [2] we can show that P is of s-type (r-type) at which there 
originates a unique shock curve, which is a 2-shock (l-shock). Then P is also of kind I. 
We now assume that U breaks down in 0:. By Lemma 4, this is equivalent to either 
t:, or t:, vanishing in a. By (23), 
t:,p, s) = - &(-S, -r). (25) 
Then both t:, and t!, vanish in R. 
By Lemma 7 the isd for 0: is (-, +). By (22) the function X:(r, s) has the initial value 
XI(n, s)(X’(r, -a)) along {r = a} ({s = - a}). By the definition of isd, t:, < 0 and t!, > 0 in 
a neighborhood of the point (a, -a). 
From now on let X(R) = (x(r, s), t(r, s)) denote X:(R). Let 
r* = inf{r E [-a, a]: t,(r, -a) < 0) 
and 
If r* = - a, then 
I* = {(r, -a): r* < r 5 a}. 
-w<t,(r,-a)<0 on I*-{(a,-a)}. (26) 
If r* > - a, then 
-a < t,(r, -a)<0 on I*-{(a,-a)} and &(r*,-a)=O. (27) 
By Lemma 6(iii), t, = 03 along f*. Then there exists a neighborhood of I* in fl in which 
t, < 0 and t, > 0. Let N be the largest member of the family of subsets of R which are 
open and connected with respect to the induced Euclidean topology on R, which contains 
I*, and in which t, < 0 and t, > 0. 
N 5f-h (28) 
L,(r,s)<O and tJr,s)>O for (r,s)EN. (29) 
t,(r,s)=O or t,(r,s)=O for (r,s)EaN. (30) 
By (25), N and aN are symmetric with respect to {r = - s). 
For a fixed number r”, let C,c,o._,~ denote the cutve t(r, s) = t(r’, -rp. Let a = inf{r: 
-a < r < a; Cl(,._,) lies in N}, -a < Q < a. Recall that the number To, which was used in 
defining le, denotes the time that the solution U breaks down. According to the way we 
choose Q, f(a, -a) = TO. Let CO = CT,. By (25) CO is symmetric with respect to {r = - s}. 
By a method similar to that used in showing Lemma 3.3 of [4] we can prove 
Lemma 8. (i) The curve Co is increasing. (ii) Co II aN # 4. (iii) The interior of the 
region to the right of Co in R is contained in N. 
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Lemma 9. (i) Co fl RI # 4. (ii) Con&n aN = 4. That is, CO fl LYN CR,. 
Proof. (i) Suppose Con fly = 4. By Lemma S(iii), fl, C N. By (29) t, < 0 and t, > 0 
along {r = s}. Applying successive approximations on (12) with {r = s} as the initial 
curve, we can prove that t, <O and t, > 0 in R. This contradicts our assumption that t, 
and t, vanish somewhere in R. 
(ii) Suppose y is an arc of Co in & which intersects {r = s} at the points Ri = 
(ri, ri)(i = 1,2), 11 < rz. Let I = {(r, r): rl 5 r I rz}. By Lemma S(iii) and (29), t, < 0 and 
t, > 0 along I -{RI, R?}. By Lemma S(i), y is increasing and is contained in the square S 
with I as one of its diagonals. Applying successive approximations on (12) with I as 
initial curve, we find that t, <O and t, > 0 in S -{RI, R?}. Then y -{RI, Rz} C N. Thus 
conhtnaN=~. 
Let A, = {(r, s) E 0: t,(r, s) = 0) and A, = {(r, s) E Q: t,(r, s) = 0). By (30), 
aN n Co = (A, n Co) U (A, n Co). (31) 
Applying the same method as that used in showing Lemma 11 of [2] we can prove 
Lemma 10. The set aN n Co is countable. 
In considering A, fl Co and A, rl Co, by (30) and by Lemma 6(ii), (iii), Lemma S(G), and 
Lemma 9, for the case of (26) we have four cases: 
Case 1. (A, n Co n h,) - A, # 4. 
Case 2. (A, n Co n 6,) - A,# 4. 
Case3. A,nA,ncon&z~. 
Case 4. aN n Con {r = s} # 4. 
For the case of (27) there are the above four cases and two more cases: 
Case5 (A,flCon{s=-a})-(A,U.V)#& 
Case6. (A,nCon{r=a})-(A,uV)#+ 
Cases I, 2, 3, 5, and 6 correspond to Cases 1, 3, 5, 2, and 4, respectively, in Sec. 3 of [2]. 
Let Ro be a point in the intersection of one of Cases 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6. Let P denote the 
bdp X(Ro). By the same methods as those used in Sets. 3 and 4 of [2], we can prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 1. Under the conditions (3), (4), (7), and (24), for Cases 1, 2, 5, and 6, P is 
of kind I; for Case 3, P is of kind II. 
3. THE bdp OF KINDS V AND VI 
We now consider Case 4. Let R. = (ro, ro) E aN fl CO n {r = s}, -a < r. < a, and P = 
X(Ro). We now assume (5). We assume further that 
Q”(0) < 0; 
b=1/2;f(x)=f(l-x) for 05x11/2; 
F’[(r)<O and F;(r)>0 for -a<r<O, 
F;(r) > 0 and F;(r) < 0 for 0 < r < u. 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
By Lemma 8 of [51 
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t(r, s) = t’(r, s) + t’(-s, -r) - t!(r, s) for (r, s) U R. (35) 
By (17), (20), and by the uniqueness theorem for (9), under symmetry conditions (5) and 
(33), we have t?(r, s) = ti<s, r) and t’(r, s) = t’(s, r) for (r, s) E R. It follows from (35) and 
(21) that 
l 
t,(r,r)-t,(r,r)=-2tY,(r,r)<O for -a5r5a. (36) 
By (30), (36), (25), Lemma 8(iii), and (29), we have ro # 0 and 
or 
t,(Ro) = 0 and t,(Ro) > 0, 
t,(Ro) = 0 and t,(Ro) < 0. 
We assume first that (37) holds. The curve Co, being an 
(37) 
(38) 
increasing curve along which & 
t(r, s) = To, has zero slope at Ro. Then CO crosses {r = s} through RO into 02. By Lemma 
8(iii) and (29), there is a number l o > 0 such that 
t,(r, r) < 0 and t,(r, r) > 0 for ro - CO 5 r < ro. (39) 
From now on we denote the partial derivative #+$/~r’~d by f,,+i and the value 
~,+J(R~) by fnisiO (i z 0, j 20). By (15) and (9), &O = 0. By Lemma 8(iii), (29), and (37), 
t& 5 0. By (39), however, trro L 0. Thus 
t,=o. WV 
Expanding t, into power series about R. and applying (40) gives 
Let 
Mr, s) = &ii& (3 td-i,io(r - ro)k-i(s - rg)i. _ (41) 
A2 = jio (;)we,. (42) I 
By (41) and (39), A2(0. 
Suppose Al<O. By (41) and (37) we can choose ~0 sufficiently small such that 
t,(r, r) < 0 and t,(r, r) > 0 for r E [ro - ~0, ro+ CO] - {ro}. Applying (15) and successive 
approximation on (12) with the segment I = {(r, r): r. - (~0 I r I ro + LO} as initial curve, we 
have t, < 0 and t, > 0 in S - {Ro}, where S is the square with I as one of its diagonals. By 
(30), Ro is an isolated point qf aN. By Lemma 4, although at least one component of U, 
or of U, becomes unbounded as (x, t) tends to PO, U is continuous at PO and continues to 
be a solution of (l), (2) in a neighborhood of PO. Thus, 
THEOREM 2. For Case 4, under assumption (37) and for &CO, PO is a bdp of 
kind V as mentioned in Sec. 1. 
We now assume that 
At=O. (43) 
By differentiating (9), and by (15), (32), and (37), we have 
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t nso = - t&o = p.mt,o = - Q”(0)~So/8Q3(O) > 0. 
It follows from (42) and (43) that 
t&o = - f& = t&l < 0. (4) 
From now on we denote the right-hand derivative and left-hand derivative of a certain 
function H5) at 60 by 44$0; +I and 4~‘(6;~), respectively. We now prove the following: 
Lemma 11. For Case 4, under (37) and (43), there is a zero curve C, of t, through R. 
described by two analytic functions r = 4,(s) and r = &(s) over [ro, ro+ So] for some 
fixed positive number & such that the following hold. 
(i) ro < MS) < MS) for s E [ro, ro+ 601 and +1(r0) = 42(r0) = ro. 
(ii) 4;(ro; +) = &(ro; +) = 1. 
(iii) 4’,‘(s) > 0 and +1(s) < 0 for s E (ro, ro+ So). 
Proof. Now t(r, s) is analytic. By (44) and by the Weierstrass preparation theorem, 
h(r, s) = w(r, s)Mr, s), (45) 
where h(r, s) is analytic and h(Ro) # 0; w(r, s) is a Weierstrass polynomial 
w(r, 5) = (r - ro)2 + b,(s)(r - r0) f b0(s), (W 
where ho(s) and b,(s) are analytic and bo(ro) = bl(ro) = 0. We expand h(r, s), ho(s), and 
b,(s) into power series 
h(r, S) = kgo $.h(k-idr - r0)'+(s - r0)i, 
= = 
(47) 
By (41) and (45), 
m 
hi(s) = 
F 
b&s - ro) (i = 0, 1). (48) 
=I 
g2 jjgo (f )t,k - i&r - rdkmi(s - roji = [so i. hct-ip(r - ro)l’+(s - roJi] 
X (r - ro)‘+ kgl b,k(r - r0)(s - rojk+ kg, bok(s - rOjk * 
x zs I 
(49) 
By equating the corresponding coefficients of (r - ro)i(s - ray’ (i 2: 0, j zz 0) on both sides 
of (49), we can derive by induction the following formulas: 
h(.-,n, = trr”+d(n + I)! 
hwz,, + ked,, = kroln! 
(n L 1) (50) 
(n 12) (51) 
h(n-I-i)i + kil h(n-i)(i-t)blk + zl h(n-i+lXi-k-l)bqk+l) 
a 
(52) 
t,,fl+l-&k&l + I)! (n-lZiZ2) 
$, hqn-k)hk + $1 h(n-k-,)bqk+,) = koh! (?I 22) (53) 
$, hO(n-k)bqk+,) = ~r,“+~o/(~ + I)! (n z 1). (54) 
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BY W) and (W, 
hay = t&l)/2 < 0. 
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(5% 
By (49) and (55), 
BY (4+, (49), (55), and (56), 
bo, = 0. (56) 
b,,=-2. 
By (54) and (55), 
bm= 1. 
By differentiating (9) and applying (15), we can prove by induction that 
n n m f,+i+l(r, r) = 0 for - a < r < a i=o 1 (n 2 0). 
We define the following: 
Act-l,r = $jl + 1 - i)(k t “) fnL+*-V0. = 
BY (41), 
t,(r, r) = k22 $0 - rOlk for -a<r<a. 
z . 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
By (39) there exists a positive integer m such that 
&=O(OIk<2m+l) and Az,+l>O. (62) 
By (50), (51), (52), (53), (54), (55), (56), (57), (58), (59), (62), and by induction, we can 
derive the following formulas: for m > 1, 
h(k+,-t)l =Atr(+,-r,,/(k +3)! (Ozz14k+l,O(k<2m-l), 
ht+I)l = Ac2m-t,J(2m +2)! (OSIC2m); 
b IL = &+,/(k!hoo) = 0 (2s k <2m), 
bow+,, = - kAk+,/[(k + l)!h,x,] = 0 (2sk<2m); 
b I(2m) = &,+J[(2mYhd < 0, 
hm+l) = - 2mh,+d(2m + Whd ‘0. 
(63) 
(W 
(65) 
For m = 1, by direct verification we can see that (65) still holds. 
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From now on, for a function e(e) and any positive integer k, by O(ek) = o(E’) we mean 
19(e~) = o(e’) as E 40. 
By (47) and (55), h < 0 in a neighborhood of R,,. By (45), a zero curve of t, through R. 
is a zero curve of w through R. and vice versa. By (48), (55). (57), (58) (64) (for m > l), 
and (65), 
B(s) = b,(s)‘- 46,,(s) = - 4Az,+,/[(2m + l)!h,,,,l 
(s - rg)Zm+’  o((s - rqm+‘) > 0 
(66) 
for s E (rO, ro+ So], where 6. is a fixed small positive number. By (46) and (66), the zero 
curve C, of t, through R. exists. The two branches of C, are the graphs of the two 
functions 
hi(S) = ro + [-b,(s) - (-l)‘B(s)“*]/2 (i = 1,2) (67) 
for s E [ro, ro + SO]. By (48), (57), (66), and (67), Lemma 1 l(i) holds. Let 
B,(s) = b,(s)b;(s) - 2bXs). 
Differentiating (67) gives 
4:(s) = j{- b;(s)-(-~)‘B,(s)/B(s)“~} (i = 1,2) 
for s E (ro, r. + 60). By (48) and (57), 
- b;(r,,) = 2. (69) 
(68) 
BY (48), (55), (57), (58), (64) (for m > l), and (65), 
Bds) = - 2Az,+,/[(2m)!hoo](s - r#” + o(ls - ro/‘“) > 0 (70) 
for s E (ro,.ro + ao), where a0 is chosen sufficiently small. By (66) and (70) 
-2Azm+1 
Bds) 
B(s)m= 
(2~)!ho + O(l) 
[ 
-4A2,+1 
cs _ ro)(2m-lv2 
(2m + l)!hao + O(l) 
(71) 
as 1s - rol+O. By (68), (69), and (71), Lemma ll(ii) holds. Let 
Bz(s) = b;(sj2 + bl(s)b;(s) - 2bi(s). 
Differentiating (68) gives 
4’;(s) = f{-b;(s) - (-l)‘Bz(s)/B(~)“~ + (-~)‘B,(s)~IB(s)“~} (i = 1,2) (72) 
for s E (ro, r. + 60). By (48), (64) (for m > I), and (65), 
b’,‘(s) = 2m(2m - l)blc2,,,,(s - r0)2m-2+ o(ls - ro12m-2). (73) 
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By (48), (5% (57), (58), (64) (for m > l), and (65). 
b I(s)* + b,(s)b’I(s) - 2b:(s) 
= - 2A2,,,+,/[(2m - l)!&](s - r~)*~-’ + o(js - ro(*‘? ’ 0 
for s E (ro, rO+ &,), where & is a sufficiently small number. By (66) and (74), 
B*(S) 
- 2A2m+1 + oclj 
Bo”2= 
(2m - l)!hoo 
I 
- 4Azrn+l + o(l) 
(s 
_ ,.o)(2m-3)/2 
(2m + l)!h00 I 
as 1s - rOl -+ 0. By (66) and (70), 
- 2A2m+1+ ocll 
2 
B,(s)* I 
Bo3”= 
mm0 
I 
- 4A2*+1 
lm cs - #2m-3)R 
(2m + l)!hoo 
+ o(l) 
I 
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(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
as/s- roj --, 0. By (75) and (76), 
Bz(s) Bds)* 4&+, 
E+ O(l) 
B(s)7”-B(S)7R = (2m!)‘h& 1 4A~~+r 
(s - ro)m4n (77) 
- (2m + l)!h,+ O(l) 
asis-r0~-*0.Nowmrlimpliesthat2m-2>(2m - 3)/2. It follows from (72), (73), and 
(77) that Lemma ll(iii) holds for sufficiently small SO. 
Let C? denote the branch of C, described by r = 4i(S) (i = 1,2j. By Lemma 11 
4;(s) > 1, #4(s) < 1, and 42(s) < s < 44s) (78) 
for s E (ro, r. + So] and C? is concave and C!“, is convex in the (r, s) plane. We describe C, in 
Fig. 2. 
Let W be a circular disk centered at R. with radius S(W) less than the number SO in 
Lemma 11. Let r = ho(s) describe Co. We define 
Wr = {(r, s) E W: s 2 r. and b,(s) s r 5 4o(s)}, 
W,={(r,s)E W: srro and r<+*(s)}, 
W3 = {(r, s) E W: s z r. and 42(s) I r 5 4,(s)}. 
(79) 
By (37) we can choose 6(W) sufficiently small such that 
t, > 0 in W. 030) 
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BY (lo), (1% (391, and @Oh 
By (80), and by Lemma 8(i) 
t(r, s) > To 
BY WV, (811, W, and (83, 
Lemma 3.4 of [4], we can show 
Fig. 2. 
t, < 0 in W - Wj, (81) 
t,>O in Wj-C, (82) 
for (r,s)E(WlU W2U W,)-CO. (83) 
and by an argument similar to that used in showing 
Lemma 12. (i) X(Cs”) (i = 1,2) is a decreasing curve with PO as an end point. 
(ii) X(C?) lies strictly to the left of X(C!“) except at PO. (iii) There is a region W-, 
which contains an arc of C!‘) containing Ro. in WI and there is also a region W+, which 
contains an arc of Cl*) containing Rot in W2 such that X( W-) = X( W+) = 0, where D is 
some region in the (x, t) plane bounded by X(C!“) (i = 1,2). (iv) The functions 
X~(r,s)=Xl~_(r,s) and X~(r,s)=Xl~+(r,s) 
are homeomorphisms on I@- and *+, respectively. 
Let (r, s) and (r+, s+) denote the coordinates in W- and W+, respectively. By Lemma 
12(iii), (iv), the homeomorphisms X5’ Q XI and X;’ Q X2 are described by 
r+ = r+(X*) = r+(X,) = r+(X(r, s)) = r+(r, s), 
(84) 
s+ = s+(X2) = s+(XJ = s+(X(r, s)) = s+(r, s) 
for (r, s) E W- and 
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r = r(X,) = r(Xr) = r(X(r+, s+)) = r(r+, s+h 
(85) 
s = s(X,) = s(X,) = s(X(r+, s+)) = s(r,, s+) 
for (r+, s+) E W,, respectively. 
By the mean value theorem, for each pair of numbers 
between 5 and r~ such that 
I : Q*(l) d5 = Q*(M - ~1. 
Let H(& q) = 1st. It follows from (5) that 
5, q, there exists a number S 
(86) 
By a method similar to that used in defining (3.12) of [4], we can set the shock 
differential equation which describes the X;’ image in W_ of a l-shock originating at PO 
and lying in D as .follows: 
ds = tr(q + Q(W) s(ro) = r. 
dr t,(q-Q(H))’ ’ 
(87) 
where t, = Mr, s), t, = fh, sh q = q(r - sh and 
\ 
Q(H) = Q(H (M-f r+k s) ; s+(r9 “)), M-t(~)))_ 
We now state the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions (3), (4), (5), (7), (15), (32), (33), (34), (37), and 
(43), the system (87) has either no solution or infinitely many solutions. 
Before we prove Theorem 3, we prove eight lemmas. Let rI be the image of C!” under 
the mapping (84) and lY2 the image of C!‘) under the mapping (85). 
Lemma 13. The curves r, and P2 are increasing and smooth. Suppose RI(s+) and 
R*(S) describe I’, and P2. respectively, for s+ zz r. and s 1 ro. Then 
R;(ro; +) = 0 and Ri(r0; +) = 00. (88) 
Proof. By a method similar to that used in deriving (3.6) of [41 we can see that rr and 
T2 are described by the following systems, respectively: 
ds+ t,+(r+, s+)[q(r+ - 
dr+= G1(r+9 ‘+I= &+(r+, s+)[q(r 
s+) + dh(s(r+, s+)) - s(r+, s+))l 
+ - s+) - q(Ms(r+, s+)) - s(r+, s+Nl 
(89) 
s+(r0) = r0; 
ds 
z = Gt(r, s) = 
t,(r, s)[q(r - s) + q(f@2(s+(r, s)) - s+k s))l 
t,(r, s)[q(r - s) - q(&2(s+(r, s)) - s+(r, SHI 
s(ro) = r0. 
m-0 
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There is a unique increasing smooth curve r+ = x(s+) in 
w+ u {R,,) which originates at R. and along which 
x(s+) - s+ = s(x(s+), s+) - &(s(x(s+), s+)). (91) 
We now prove this claim. The equality in (91) holds along r+ = x(s+) if x(s+) is a solution 
of 
2 = e,<r+, s ). T+(To) = f-0, (92) + 
where 
e 
’ 
= 2kq + (1 - +;(sMq+ + qN,* 
xq - (1 - dJXsN(q+ - q)t, 
t,+ = t,+(r+, s+), 
t,+ = t,(r+, s+h 
t, = r,(r(r+, s+), S(T+, s+)), 
q+ = q(r+ - s+), 
q = q(r(r+, s+) - S(T+, &I), 
4Xs) = 4lW+, s+)). 
By (37), (78), and Lemma ll(ii), we can choose a sufficiently small positive number lo 
such that 
O<d,(r,s)=l for (r,s)E W+ and (r-ro)*+(s-r~)*<J~; (93) 
the equality holds only if r = s = ro. By (37), (80), (81), and (78), we can choose 6(W) 
sufficiently small such that the following holds. 
Along a curve t(r+, s+) = constant in W+, the 
function h(r+, s+) = r+ - s+ - [s(r+, s+) - 4,(s(r+, s+))] 
decreases as s+ decreases. (94) 
We claim that 
h(&(s+), s+) > 0 for s+ E (r0, r0 + 801. (95) 
For, by (62), Ar -> 0. Differentiating (9) and applying (15), (40), and (32) give t,,.~ = 0, 
t,% = p,(O) - t,,(Ro), and t,jo = - 2pS(0)r,,(Ro). It follows that 
MO + ps (ON,, (Ro) 2 0. w 
Differentiating (36) with respect to r and applying (9), (15), (40). and (17) give 
MRo) = F’Xro)lQ(O). (97) 
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Choose a number u, -1 < u < 0. Let I be a line segment in W with slope (T. Along I, 
dt,/dr = t, + IT& and 
d3t,ldr3 = t,% + g(a)p,(O)t, + o(l) (98) 
as Ir - rol + js - ro( + 0, where g(a) = - 2a’+ 3~‘. By (15) and (32), p,(O) >O. We claim 
that we can choose a suitable u and choose S(W) sufficiently small such that 
d3t,ldr3 > 0 along 1. (99) 
For, suppose r. < 0. By (97) and (34), t,,(Ro) < 0. By (%), 
Choose u, - l/2 < u < 0. Then 0 < g(u) < 1. It follows from (W) and (98) that (99) holds. 
Suppose r. > 0. By (97) and (34), t,,(Ro) > 0. Then p,(O)t,,(Ro) > 0. Chgose u, - 1 < a < 
- l/2. Then 1 < g(u) < 5. It follows from. (96) and (98) that (99) holds. 
Suppose I intersects Cy’ at Ri = (ri, si) (i = 1,2), r2 < rI. Then 
I r’ dt ‘2 $ dr’ = f&l, s,) - t,(r2, ~9 = 0, . (1W 
where the integration is taken along 1. By (81), (82), and (98), we may assume that 
dt,/dr(Rz) > 0 and dt,./dr(R,) < 0. Let R” = (r’, so), rz < r” < rl, be the point on I such that 
dt,/dr(R”) = 0. Let f be the line tangent to the graph of dt,./dr at r = r” as shown in Fig. 3. 
By (99) and (MO), we have 
r” - r2 < rl - r”. (101) 
Differentiating (61) with respect to r and applying (9) and (15) give 
t,(r, r) = k$j2 jj$$ (r - rOlk-’ for -a<r<a. (102) 
Let R3=( r3, r3) denote the point of intersection of I with {r = s}. By (102), (62), (9) and 
(15) dt,/dr(Rs) > 0. Then r” > r3 and r” - so > 0. The points R,(i = 1,2,3) and R” are as 
shown in Fig. 4. The equation of I is s - so = a(r - r”>. For i = 1, 2, si = u(ri - rO) + so. 
Then by (101) 
r,-sl+r2- s2=rl+r2-2s”-u(r,+rz-2r0)>rI+r2-2s0>rl+r2-2r0>0. (103) 
By (85), the point (r(R2), s(Rt)) lies on the curve t(r, s) = f(R2). By (80) and (82), we can 
choose 6(W) sufficiently small such that 0 > - G/t, > u in *3. By (80) and (81), - G/t, > 0 
in *_. Then the curve t(r, s) = f(R2) lies above I as shown in Fig. 4. By (78), 4;(s) > 1 
for s E (ro, ro+ So]. This implies that 
rl - SI < 4dsUW - SUM ww 
Now R2 lies on Ci2’. That is, r2 = qj2(s2). It follows from (103) and (104) that (95) holds. 
By (93). (95), Lemma 11, and by an approximation method similar to that used in 
showing Lemma 3.7 of [4], we can show that there exists a solution r+ = x(s+) of (92), 
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Fig. 3. 
which is increasing and I < &(s+) for s+ E (ro, r. + SO]. By (94) r+ = ,y(s+) is the unique 
solution of (92). Let W+, = {(r+, s+): r+ > x(s+)}. According to the definition of h(r, s) and 
(941, 
h(x(s+), s+) = 0 and h(r+, s+) > 0 for (r+, s+) E W+I. (105) 
BY (151, (61, (51, and (1051, 
q+-q =0 for r+ =x(s+) 
4+-q >O for (r+,s+)E W+I, 
(106) 
where q+ = q(r+ - s+) and q = q(&(s(r+, s+)) - s(r+, s+)). Now rl C aW+. The curve r+ = 
x(s+) does not intersect r, in W+ - {Ro}. For, suppose it does. Let R? = (rt, ~0,) be a point 
in I’, II W+ - {Ro}. We consider the system 
2 = Gdr,, s+), s+(rO,) = s”,. (107) + 
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The curve I1 is an integral curve of (107). By (MN), (80), and (81), we can find another 
integral curve of (107) which is decreasing and lying in I&‘+, U {R?}. This contradicts that 
the mapping defined in (84) is a homeomorphism. Thus the curve r+ = x(s+) lies in 
W+ U {Ro}. This justifies the claim (91). Let 
w+2 = {(r+, sc) E w+: r+ < x(s+)l, w+2 1 r~ -(Rob 
h(r+, s+) < 0 for (r+, s+) E W+2. 008) 
BY (1% (6), W, and (IW, 
q+ - q < 0 for (r+, s+) E W+2, wm 
where q+ = q(r+ - s+) and q = q(#&(r+, s+))- s(r+, s+)). BY (80), (81), (lO@, and (109), 
we have 
GI<O in W+l- Ct2); G, > 0 in W+2: Gr(&(s+), s+) = 0 
for ro < s+ < r,-, + SO; IGl(x(s+), s+)l = w 
for roCs+<ro+SO. 
(110) 
By an approximation method similar to that used in showing Lemma 3.7 of [4], and.by 
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(110), we can show that there exists a solution r+ = Rl(s+) of (89) and that 
R;(s+) > 0 for s+ E (ro, ro+ SO]; RXro; +) = 0. (111) 
We now consider rr. We claim first that 
Along a curve t(r, s) = constant in W-, the 
function k(r, s) = r - s - [s+(r, s) - &(s+(r, s))] 
increases as s increases. 
(112) 
We recall that the condition 4;(s) > 1 in (78) was used to derive (94). By (78), 4;(s) < 1. 
The argument used to derive (94) cannot be applied to derive (112). We derive (112) in 
the following way. 
Let r = R(s) describe a curve t(r, s) = constant in W-, which intersects C!” at a point 
(r’, so). By (80) and (81), we can choose S(W) sufficiently small such that 
0 5 l/R’(s) = 7 t,(R(s), s)/t,(R(s), s) < 1, (113) 
where the equality holds only if s = so. Let v = r - s. Along r = R(s), R(s(a)) - s(a) = I+. 
Then 
s’(u) = - trW(s(u)), s(u)) 
MR(s(u)), s(u)) + ts(R(s(u)), s(u))’ 
For any smooth function r = r(s) whose graph lies in W-, by (14) and (8) 
ds,(r(s), s) = (-4 f q+)r’(s)t,(r(s), s) + (4 + q+)h(r(s), s) 
ds 2q+t,(r+(r(s), s), s+(r(s), s)) ’ 
(114) 
(115) 
where q = q(r(s) - s) and q+ = q(r+(r(s), s) - s+(r(s), s)). By (113) and (11% 
ds+(R(s), s) = q(W) - skW(s), s) 
ds q(r+(R(s), s) - s+(R(s), s)k(r+(R(s), s), s+(R(s), s))’ 
(116) 
Let g(o) = u - [s+(R(s(u)), s(u)) - h(s+(R(s(u)), s(u)))]. Then 
g’(u) = 1 - [I - &(s(R(s(a)), s(uN)lWs+UW), s)ldsls’(u). 
By (78), (80), (114), and (116), we can choose S(W) sufficiently small such that g’(u) > 0 
for u 1 r” - so. This justifies (112). We claim next that 
k(f$,(s), s) > 0 for s E (ro, r. + So]. (117) 
For a fixed s, let A = (4,(s), s) and B = (+&+(A)), s+(A)). To prove (117) we describe 
the geometry of Fig. 4 in Fig. 5. By (78), ~XS’) > 1 and +i(s’) < 1 for s’ E (ro, ro+ So]. 
Then 
&0)-s )rl-sl and MS+(A)) - s+(A) > r2 - ~2. (118) 
By (103) and (118), (117) holds. By (112) and (117), 
k(r,s)>O for (r,s)E W_-{Ro}. (119) 
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By (15), (6), (5), and (119), 
q(r - s) - q(W+(r, s)) - s+(r, $1) < 0 for k s) E W- - {RoI. (120) 
By (80), (81), and (120), 
Gl(r, s)>O for (r,s)E W--C!‘); 
(121) 
G@,(s), s) = 0 for s E (to, ro + &A 
By an approximation method similar to that used in showing Lemma 3.7 of [4] and by 
(121), we can show that a solution r = R*(S) of (90) exists and that 
R{(s) > 0 for s E (ro, ro+ SO]; Rib; +) = m. (122) 
Thus Lemma 13 is proved. From now on let r+ = R,(s+) and r = R*(S) be the functions 
that describe rl and r2 in Lemma 13. 
Lemma 14. Suppose G(e) is a function such that G(0) = 0 and G.‘(t) is bounded in the 
interval [0, &J] for a small number to, where G’(0) = G’(0; +) and G’(to) = G’([o; -). We 
define 
L,(s+) = M_,(R,(s;’ - sq) _ G(M-,(ddsW~(s+)~ S+)) - s(Rl(s+)* ‘+I
2 1). 
(123) 
Then L,(s+) c 0 for s+ E (ro, r. + 611 for sufficiently small 61. 
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LXs+) = R;(s+) - 1 
2q(Rds+) - s+) 
_ Gt M-~ cbdsWi(s+), s+)) - s(Rds+), s+) ( ( 2 >) 
i~;(sWds+h s+)) - 11 . dsWl(s+), s+) 
ds+ 
’ 2q(~1WG(s+), s+)) - s(Rds+), s+)) . 
For any smooth function r+ = r+(s+) whose graph lies in W+, we have by (14) and (8), 
ds(r+(s+), s+) = (-q+ + q)r:(s+)t,(r+(s+), s+) + (q+ + qk(r+(s+), s+) 
ds+ 2qt,(r(r+(s+), s+), s(r+(s+), s+)) ’ 
(124) 
where q+ = q(r+(s+) - s+) and q = q(r(r+(s+), s+) - s(r+(s+), s+)). By (124) and (88) 
lim ds(R,(s+), s+) = 1 
J+-‘O ds, * 
It follows from Lemma 1 I(ii) and (88) that L;(ro; +) = - 1/2q(O) < 0. Now L,(r,,) = 0. Thus 
L,(s+)<O for s+ E(ro, S,], where 61 is chosen to be sufficiently small. 
Lemma 15. Suppose G(5) is a smooth function over (O,&) such that G(0) = 0 and 
G’(0; +) < 0, where 50 is some small number. We define 
~2(~+)=~1(~2(S':-S+))_~(~-,(R2(s(bt(s+), S+;-Sb#'2(S+), S+))). (125) 
Then L2(s,) > 0 for s+ E (ro, r-0 + Szl for sufficiently small 8~. 
The proof of Lemma 15 is similar to that of Lemma 14. Differentiating (86) with respect 
to 5 gives 
w5 r)) = Q2(5) - Q2um 7))) 
2QU3(5, ~HQ’WK qNt5 - rl)’ (126) 
provided that H([, 9) # 0 and ,$Z 7). Given a number q, n > 0, we define 
g1(8 = Q2(5)(7, + 5) - 1-2 Q2W dS, 
a(5) = l,-’ Q2(5) dt + XQ2W 
for - 11 5 5 I 0. By (15), g;(t) > 0 and g;(t) < 0 for - < n 5 0; g;(e) < < 0 and gi(&) 0 for < 
5 c - 7; g;(e) - gi(5) > 0 for 5 < 0. Now g,(O) > 0, g2(0) = 8,(-q) = 0 and 82(-q) > 0. It 
follows that there exists a number K(T)), -q < K(q) < 0, such that 
gdK(qN = g2W(rl)); g&3 > g263 for K(7)) < 5 25 0; 
(127) 
g&3 < 82(5) for 6 < K(r)). 
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Applying the definitions of g, and gz on (127). we have 
I 
K(V) 
Q*(5) dt = Q*(K(q))(K(q) - q); 11 
- (‘QZ(i)d1+Q2(5)(q-~)>0 I for K(q)<5~0. 
- (’ Q*(5) d5 + Q2(O(s - 5) < 0 I for 5 < K(s). 
By the definiton of H and by (5) and (128), 
H(K(q), q) = - K(q); Q*(t) ’ Q*(W, r))) 
for K(q) < 5 5 0; Q*(5) < Q*W& rl)) for 5 < K(v). 
By (126) (IS), and (129), 
H&q)>0 for K(q)<5<q;H&q)<O for 5<K(q). 
BY (12% W, and (9, 
- e < H([, q) for K(q) < 5 = 0; -5 > H(& q) for 6 < K(q). 
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(128) 
(129) 
(130) 
(131) 
The graph of H(&, q) is as that shown in Fig. 6. By (I27), -q < K(q) for q > 0. It follows 
from (131) that 
q > H(-q,q) for q >O. (132) 
Choose a fixed number do, do<O. By (IS) and by the definition of H, H&O) >O. By 
the continuity of H, H(do, q) > q for 0 < q < q. < do, where qo is sufficiently small. Then 
by (130) and (132), there exists a unique number J(q) such that 
do<J(q)<-q<K(q) and H(J(q),q)=q for O<q<qo. (133) 
We claim that 
K’(0; +) = - l/2 and .I’(O; +)= -2. (134) 
We shall prove (134) in the Appendix. The following lemma follows from (134) and 
Lemmas 14 and 15. 
Lemma 16. There is a small positive number SO such that 
M_, ( R,(s,: - s+) _ J (M-,(4~Wds,h S+,: - s(Rds+), “+‘)) < 0, (135) 
M-, 42b+) - s+ 
( 
2 )-K(M-I( R~(s(~z(s+), s+)) - s(h(s+h s+) 2 ))<O (136) 
for s E (ro, ro+ So]. 
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We prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 17. For sufficiently small S(W), along any curve f(r+, s+) = to in W+ described 
by r+ = r+(s+), 
L,(s,) = ,_,(‘+‘s+;- “+) _J(M-‘(‘h(S+)’ “+‘; s(r+fs+), “‘I)) . 
and 
L*(s+) = M-’ r+(s+) - s+ _ K 
2 > 
increase as s+ increases. Also for sufficiently small So, 
(137) 
M-, r(r+(s+), s+) - s(r+(s+), s+) 
( 2 >> 
Us+) > l&s+) for s+ E b-0. r0 + 601. (138) 
Proof. By the way we define the mapping in (85), (r(r+(s+), s+), s(r+(s+), s+)) describes 
the curve t(r, s) = to in W-. By (80) and (81), we can choose S(W) sufficiently small such 
that 
0 < - t,(r+, s+)/t,(r+, s+) < 1 for (r+, s+) E ti+. 
0 < - t,(r, s)/t,(r, s) < 1 for (r, s) E I@-. 
(139) 
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The curve t(r+, s+) = to has slope -t,(r+(s+), s+)/t,(r+(s+), s+) in W+ and the curve t(r, s) 5 
to has slope -t,(r(r+(s+), s+), s(r+(sJ, s+Nt,(r(r+(s+), s+h s(r+(s+h s+H in W-. BY (13% 
r+(s+) - s+ and r(r+(s+), s+) - s(r+(s+), s+) increase as s+ increases. It follows from (6) and 
(134) that (137) holds. By (133), we derive (138). 
From now on in this section, let L’(s+; to) and Lz(s+; to) denote the functions defined 
in (137), respectively, corresponding to to. We recall that Rds+) describes I” and R*(s) 
describes Tz. Under the mapping defined in (89, we have 
r(R,(s+), s+) = +‘(s(R’(s+), s+)), r(&(s+), S+) =.R2(s(42(s+k S+)h (140) 
Lemma 18. For sufficiently small S(W), on any given curve t(r, s) = to in W-, there 
are two points R’ = (r’, s’) and R2 = (r’, s2) such that 
L’(s+(r’, s’); to) = L2(s+(r2, s2); to) = 0; 
r’ < r2, s ’ < s2. 
(141) 
(142) 
Proof. Let (r3, s3) and (r4, s’) be the points of intersections of t(r, s) = to with C? and 
Tz. By (138), (140), (135), and (136), we have 
L2(s(r3, s3); to) < Ll(s(r3, s3); to) < 0 < L2(s(r4, s4); to) < L’(s(r’, s4); to). 
It follows from (137) that (141) holds. By (137) and (138), we derive (142). 
Under the assumption of Lemma 18 and using the notations there, we set the 
following: 
dr 
zs= 
q[- (q+ - q)tS, + (q+ + q)t,+]t, - 2q:J’t,.t,, 
q[(q+ + q)t, - (q+ - q)t,+]t, - 2qV’t,+t,+ ’ M’) = 
r’; 
dr 
ds= 
q[- (q+ - q)t,+ + (q+ + q)t,Jt, - 2q:K’t,+t,, 
qt(q+ + qk, - (q+ - q)t,+lt, - Zq%‘t,+t,+ ’ r(s2) = Y2, 
(143) 
(144 
where t, = t,(r, s), t, = t,(r, s), t,+ = t,(r+k s), s+k s)), b+ = h(r+(r, s), s+(r, s)), 4 = 
q(r - s), q+ = q(r+(r, s) - s+(r, s)), J’ = J’(M-‘((r - s)/2)), and K’ = K’(M-‘((r - s)/2)). We 
denote the right-hand sides of (143) and (144) by G,(r, s) and G2(r, s). By (37), (80), (81), 
and (134), we can choose S(W) sufficiently small such that 
and 
d(q+ + qk+- tq+ - q)t,+lt, - 2qVf,f,+ c 0 
q[(q+ + q)t, - (q+ - q)t,+lt, - 2q:K’t,t,+ <o 
for (r, s) E fi-. Then IGil < 03 in @_ (i = 1,2). Thus there exists a unique solution of (143) 
in a neighborhood of s’; there also exists a unique solution of (144) in a neighborhood 
ofs2. Let rRl and rRz denote the integral curves of (143) and (144) in G.-, respectively. By 
the ways we set (143) and (144), we can show that 
L,(s+(r, S); t(r, s)) = L’(s+‘(R’); to) = 0 for (r, s) E rR1, 
L2(s+(r, s); t(r, s)) = L2(s+(R2); to) = 0 for (r, s) E rRz. 
(145) 
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Lemma 19. For i = 1, 2, IRi is the integral curve of 
g = Gi(r, s), T(TO) = ro. (146) 
Proof. As was shown in the proof of Lemma 18, along C$“- {Ro}, 
us+(dJl(s), 3); t(dds), s))<L(s+(41(s), s); t(4ds), s))<O; 
along r2-W0), 
0 < Lz(s+(Rz(s), s); t(Rz(s), s)) < L,(s+(R~(s),s); t(Rz(s), s)) 
for r. < s < r. + 60. The curve IRi is the graph of a function of s. We extend IRK by letting 
s decrease. It follows from (145) that IRi does not meet with C’$ - {Ro} or with I2 - {Ro). 
Then rRi meets aW_ for the first time at Ro. This proves Lemma 19. 
Let t = xi(S) describe I&i = 1,2). We define Yi, I = {(r, S) E W_: r < xi(s)} and Yi.2 = 
{(r, S) E W-: r > xi(s)}. By (137), (138), (142), and (145), we can prove the following: 
Lemma 20. For sufficiently small So and for i = 1,2, 
xi(s) < x2(s) for r0 < s < r-0 + 60; 
Li(S+(ry S); f(r,S))<O for (r, S)E Yi.1, 
Li(S+(r, S); t(r, S)) > 0 for (r, S) E Yi,2. 
(147) 
(148) 
We now prove Theorem 3. We denote the right-hand side of (87) by G(r, s). By (133), 
(145), and (148), we have 
M;‘<J<K in Yi,,; M;’ = J c K along I& 
. 
J<M;‘<K in Y,,2n Y2,,;J < M;‘= K along (149) 
rRz; J c K CM;’ in Y2,2, 
where M;’ = M-‘((r+(r, s) - s+(r, 3))/2), J = J(M-‘(r - s)/2)), and K = K(M-‘((r - s)/2)). 
By (147), Yi,, C Yz,, and Y2.2 C Y,,z. By (130), (133), and (149) 
H > M-’ in Y,,i; H = M-’ along InI; H CM-’ in Yr.2, (150) 
where M-’ = M-‘((r - s)/2) and H = H(M-‘((r+(r, s) - s+(r, s))/2), M-‘((r - s)/2)). 
Let D(r, s) = q(r - s) - Q(H(M-‘((r+(r, s) - s+(r, s))/2), M-‘((r - s)/2))). For (r, s) E 
W_ - {Ro}, r - s > 0. By (15) and (150), 
D>O in Y,.,;D=O along rRI;mo in Y,,2. (151) 
Let N(r, s)= dr- s)+ Q(H(M-'((r+(r, s)- s+(r, s))/2), M-‘((r- s)/2))), N >O in W_. 
Now G = t,N/t,D. By (80), (81), and (151), 
G=O along C?-{Ro};-a<G<O in Yi.l;IGI=a 
alongI’RI-{Ro);O<G<m in Y1.2. 
(152) 
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Now Tt is the integral curve of (90). Under the mapping defined in (84), I’* is the integral 
curve of the system dsldr = e(r, s), s(ro) = ro, where G = t,(q + q+)/t,(q - q+) with t, = 
Mr, s), t, = t,(r, s), q = q(r - s), and q+ = q(r+(r, s)- s+(r, s)). We also note that T2C 
Yz.z u Wd. BY (131) and (149), 
_ M-l ( r+tr, s)- s+tr, s) 2 ),,(,-l(~tr,s);s+tr,s)),M-l(~)) 
along r2 - {Ro). For (r+, s+) E W+ - {Rd, r+ - s+ < 0. It follows from (15) and (5) that 
q(r+(r, s)- s+(r, s))) Q(H(M-1(r+(r9 “‘i s+(r9 “), M-l(y))) (153) 
for (r, s) E r~ - (R,}. By (80), (81), (151), and (153), 
G >d in r,-{Ro}. 
Given R” = (r’, s”, E Y,,, - C?. By (152), the system 
$ = G(r, s), s(r”> = so (155) 
054) 
has a unique solution in a neighborhood of r’. Let rRo denote the integral curve of (155). 
By (152), rRo is decreasing in Y,.,. 
By (127), -r) < K(q) c 0 for 7) > 0. It follows from (IS), (5), and (149) that q(r+(r, s)- 
s+(r, s))> q(r- s) for (r, s)EI’~~-{(R~}. By (80), (81), (134), and (144), we can choose 
6(W) sufficiently small such that rR2 is increasing in W_. 
We assume first that rRt is also increasing in W-. We extend rRo upwards. Shice C!‘) is 
increasing, rRo meets with C, . (I) By (152) the slope of TRo at the point of intersection is 0. 
We next extend I’@ downwards. Since rRl is increasing, rti meets with rRl. By (142) the 
absolute value of the slope of I+ at the point of intersection is =J. We continue extending 
rR” downwards in Yl.2. By (152) rR0 is increasing in Y,,2. There are two cases. Case 1: 
rRo meets with I’*- {Ro}. Case 2: FRO meets with aW_ for the first time at R. 
We consider first Case 1 as shown in Fig. 7. This ca,se is compatible with (154). 
Suppose the point of intersection is (R2(s’), s’). Let {s,} be a decreasing sequence in the 
interval (ro, s’) which converges to ro. By (152) the system ds/dr = G(r, s), s(R&)) = sn 
has a unique solution. Let P denote the integral curve. By (152), r” is increasing in Yl,2. 
We extend r” upwards. By the uniqueness theorem of ordinary differential equations, P
does not meet with rR0. Then it can be extended into Y,,,. By (152) P is decreasing in 
Yl.1 and meets with C!‘)- {Ro} h orizontally as shown in Fig. 7. This shows that the 
system (87) has rio solution. 
We consider next Case 2 in Fii. 8. In this case, rRo is an integral curve of (87). We 
choose a decreasing sequence {s.} in the interval (ro, s”) which converges to ro. By (152) 
the system dsldr = G(r, s), s(t#&.)) = s,, has a unique solution, Let r” denote the 
integral curve. By (152), I+” is increasing in Yl.2. By the uniqueness theorem of ordinary 
differential equations, rn does not meet with I+ {Ro}. Then r” meets with a W- for the 
first time at Ro. This shows that r” is also an integral curve of (87). Then (87) has 
infinitely many solutions. 
Recall that we have assumed that rR’ is an increasing curve. We assume now that &I, 
being the graph of r = x,(s), has infinitely many increasing and decreasing parts. The 
curve rR”, as constructed, exists in a neighborhood of R” in Yl.1. By (152). rRo is 
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decreasing in Y1. ,. We extend it downwards. Now by (152), PRO meets with rR’ vertically. 
Then it intersects rRt at either an increasing part of I’RI or a relative minimum point of 
T = x,(s). In the former case, rRo crosses r R1 into Y,.*; in the latter case, T’RO stays in Y,. I 
for a while but eventually crosses T Rl into Y1,2 at some point (x,(s’), s’), x~(s’) > r”, as 
shown in Fig. 9. 
After crossing into Yl,z, rRO may still cross &I back into Y,,t at a decreasing part of 
rR1 as shown in Fig. 10. Let (r”, s”) be a point on an arbitrary arc of rRo contained in Y,. I. 
This arc is decreasing. We extend this arc downwards along rRod By the same argument 
just used, it crosses ~RI vertically into Y ,,z at some point (xl(P), s”‘), ,&“‘) > r”. This 
shows that rR0, being extended downwards, meets with dW.. for the first time either at a 
point on rz - (Ro} or at Ro. Applying the same arguments used before, we can show that 
the system (87) has either no solution or infinitely many solutions. This proves Theorem 
3. 
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We recall that we assumed (37). We now assume (38). By the method used in setting 
(87), we can set the shock differential equation that describes the (r, s) image of a 
2-shock originating at r0 as follows 
where t, = t,(r, s), t, = t,(r, s), q = q(r - ~1, and 
C!(H) = Q(+-I( r+(r, s); s+(r, s)), M-l(Lp))) 
with some suitably chosen mapping (r+(r, s), s+(r, s)). Let &I = (-ro, -rd and PO = X&I). 
By (38) and (25), t,&) = 0 and t,(&) > 0. By Theorems 2 and 3, either PC, is a bdp of kind 
V, or the shock differential equation that describes the (r, s)-image of a l-shock 
originating at PO has either no solution or infinitely many solutions. Then by (25) we can 
show that either PO is a bdp of kind V or the shock differential equation (156) has no 
solution or infinitely many solutions: 
Definition 3. We call a point PO in the (x, t) plane a bdp of kind VI if the following 
hold. (i) PO is a bdp of r-type (s-type, respectively). (ii) The solution U is discontinuous 
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at PO. (iii) The shock differential equation that describes the (r, s) image of a l-shock 
(2~shock, respectively) originating at PO has either no solution or infinitely many 
solutions. 
By Theorems 2 and 3, and by (25) we have 
THEOREM 4. For Case 4, PO is a bdp of one of kinds V and VI. 
We prove 
THEOREM 5. The set CO f~ aN = CO f~ (A, U A,) contains finitely many points. 
Proof. Suppose CO f~ aN contains infinitely many points. Now CO II aN is bounded. 
By the Bolzan*Weierstrass Theorem, CO f~ 8N contains a limit point Ro. Let {R”}, 
R, = (r’, s”), be an infinite sequence in Co fl aN which converges to R,,. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that r” 7 r”+’ and s” 7 s”+‘. We recall that there are six possible 
cases about the intersections of CO with A, and with A,. 
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Suppose R0 belongs to the intersection of Case 1. That is, ROE (Con A, rl f&>- A,. 
We can choose {R.} so that {RR} C fk,. This case corresponds to Case 1 in Sec. 3 of [2]. 
Then there is a C, of the first kind Cf through R. with R. as a bending minimum point. 
For each n, R, belongs to the intersection of one of the Cases 1, 2, and 3, which 
correspond to Case 1, 3, and 5 in Sec. 3 of [2], respectively. Since R. 4 A,, there is a 
sufficiently large number no such that for R 1 no, R. belongs to the intersection of Case 1. 
Then for n L no, there is a C, of the first kind C: through R. with R, as a bending 
minimum point. By the continuity of t,, for n sufficiently large, C: is part of Cf. This 
contradicts that Cf is of the first kind. Similarly if RO belongs to the intersection of Case 2, 
Case 3, Case 5, or Case 6, we can also get a contradiction. 
Suppose R. belongs to the intersection of Case 4. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that (37) holds. By Lemma 9(ii), {R.} C iI,. Since {R”} C A, U A, and t,(Ro) > 0, 
R. is not an isolated point of A,. Then (43) holds. By Lemma 11 there is a C, of the first 
kind in h, U {Ro), which is increasing, with R. as the lower endpoint. By the same 
argument as that used in the last paragraph, we get a contradiction. Thus Co fl aN 
contains finitely many points. By Theorems 5, 4, and 1 we have 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose that (3), (4). (5), (7), (24), (32), (33), and (34) hold. If Is n 0: # 4, 
then le n 0: contains at most finitely many points, each of which is of one of the kinds I, 
II, V, and VI. 
Applying a method similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4 of [2] we can prove 
THEOREM 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, the segment le contains at most 
finitely bdp’s each of which is of one of kinds I, II, V, and VI. 
We briefly indicate the processes of the proof. Using Lemma 7 and the methods 
introduced in this paper we can prove the following: 
I. The solution U does not break down in at” (k z 0; j = 1,2). 
II. Suppose P E Ig. If P E D4k+’ U D4k+3, then P is of kind I; if P E Dy+*, then P is of one 
of the kinds I, II, V, VI (k 2: 0; j = 1 or 2). 
For the bdp’s of kinds I and II, the analyses needed to classify them are the same as 
those used in [2]. For the bdp’s of kinds V and VI, new features are added into the 
analyses. In particular, formula (36) is essential for the subsequent developments. By 
Lemma 5, tf’+*(r, s) = 2kq(r, s) + tf(r, s) for (r, s) E n(k 2 0; j = 1,2). By (5) and (33) and 
a uniqueness 
Forj=l,by 
theorem, t?(r, s) = t!(s; r) and t’(r, >> = t’(s, r). Then 
t$‘*(r, r) - tf:‘*(r, r) = &r, r) - tfs(r, r)(k 2 0; j = 1,2). 
(36) and (157) 
(157) 
Forj=2,by 
tZ+*(r, r) - tff+*(r, r) = - 2tY,(r, r). 
a method similar to that used in deriving (36), we can derive that 
t:,(r, r) - t$,(r, r) = - 2t!,(r, r) 
and so by (157) 
t$f+*(r, r) - t:f+*(r, r) = -2&r, r). 
This shows that the methods used in this section can be applied to classify all possible 
bdp’s of kinds V and VI in the regions D!‘+* (k 5 0; j = 1,2). 
4. APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF FORMULA (134) 
By (15) and (32), (Q*)“(O) = 2Q(O)Q”(O) # 0. We expand Q*(l) into power series about 4 = 0: 
Q*(J) = Q*(O) + g2 T lk. (158) 
Let 5 = K(v) for 7 > 0. We write the identity in (128) as 
I : Q*(t) di = Q*(E)(t - 7). (159) 
Replacing the integrand Q*(l) and the value Q*(e) by the corresponding power series 
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(1!h) and integrating the first series term by term give 
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Now 5 = K(q) < 0 < 1. Cancelling out the factor -([ - 11)’ gives 
T(q+‘n+j$ (k+l)! i_, i_oq k-j-itj)] = 0. (Q*)“‘(O) [e ti-l(2 
Let ,$’ = K’(q). We differentiate both sides of this identity with respect to q. 
From this identity 5’ can be expressed as a rational function in 5 and 7). By (127), 
-7) < K(q) < 0 for 7) > 0. Then 
lii+ K(q) = 0. 
Letting 4 tend to 0 we find that 5’ tends to -l/2. That is, K’(0; +) = - l/2. We can derive 
the second part of (134) similarly. 
Remark 1. The methods used in this paper are applicable to the initial value problem 
of (1) with initial conditions u(x, 0) = g(x), u(x, 0) = f(x), --OD < x < m, where f(g) is an 
odd (even) periodic analytic function with period 2 and symmetric about x = l/2; 
f’(x) + Q(g(x))g’(x) and f’(x) - Q(g(x))g’(x) vanish on only two finite sets contained in 
[0, 11. As was mentioned in Remark 1 of [2], the i.s.‘s of t? and tc (tp” and tfL+‘) as 
defined in Definition 2 play the main roles in characterizing the bdp’s. There are four 
possible combinations of these signs, which all appeared in the proof of Theorem 7. Also 
we may weaken the condition on Q in (3) so that Q is a positive analytic function over 
the interval (-d, d), d E (0, ~1 and define al and a2 in (7) as a1 = a2 = M(d). Under these 
conditions and other unchanged conditions assumed in Theorem 6, we can obtain the 
same conclusion of Theorem 7. 
Remark 2. We may replace the conditions (24) by 
a’p/aS’(r - s) = (-l)‘a’p/ar’(r - s) > 0 
for (r, s) E fI, -{r = s}, 
a’o/ar’(r - s) = (-l)‘a’p/asi(r - s) < 0 
for (r,s)En,-{r = s} (i 20). 
wm 
Equations (1) describe the shearing motion of an incompressible isotropic elastic 
material, where u is the strain, u the velocity, and -_f Q*(v) du the stress (see [6]). For 
these materials the assumptions (S), (160) seem to be natural. 
Remark 3. Equations (1) describe vibrations of a nonlinear elastic string, where 
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u = y,, u = yt, and (x(s, t), y(s, t)) is the position of a cross section of the string at time t 
whose equilibrium position is s. We assume that the vibration is small so that x(s, t) = s. 
The stress is 
- 
I 
Q*(u) du = - T(u)~/[~~(l + u2)“*], 
where 7’(u) is the tension function and p. the density. The assumption that T(u) is an 
even function of the strain u, which seems to be natural, implies (5). 
Remark 4. As was stated in Remark 4 of [2] if we replace the conditions of analyticity 
of Q and f by those of C* and those of (24) by (15), then we are unable to prove that the 
number of bdp’s is finite. Also we need to add bdp’s of kinds III and IV as possible 
characterizations. 
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